Abstract. Precise Li abundances are determined for 54 giant stars mostly evolving across the Hertzsprung gap. We combine these data with rotational velocity and with information related to the deepening of the convective zone of the stars to analyse their link to Li dilution in the referred spectral region. A sudden decline in Li abundance paralleling the one already established in rotation is quite clear. Following similar results for other stellar luminosity classes and spectral regions, there is no linear relation between Li abundance and rotation, in spite of the fact that most of the fast rotators present high Li content. The effects of convection in driving the Li dilution is also quite clear. Stars with high Li content are mostly those with an undeveloped convective zone, whereas stars with a developed convective zone present clear sign of Li dilution.
Introduction
Despite the important advances made in the past decade in the study of the stellar lithium behavior, a large number of questions are not yet answered. We do not completely understand the processes controlling lithium production, nor how and when lithium is depleted. Related to these questions are the physical bases of the mixing mechanisms in stellar interiors. Following the initial study by Bonsack (1959) different works have attempted to establish the behavior of lithium abundance along the giant branch (e.g. : Alschuler 1975; Wallerstein 1966; Brown et al. 1989 ) and its link to rotation (Wallerstein et al. 1994; De Medeiros et al. 2000) . These works have shown a steady decline in lithium abundances from spectral types F5III to F8III, a wide spread around G0III and a gradual decline with temperature for stars redward of such spectral type. Wallerstein et al. (1994) have found that giant stars with v sin i > 50 km s −1 , located in the (B−V) color interval from 0.40 to 0.70, present lithium abundance close to the presumed primordial value, whereas slower rotators show reduced lithium abundances in spite of their earlier spectral types. De Medeiros et al. (2000) have found a trend of discontinuity in the distribution of the lithium abundances around the spectral type G0III, paralleling the sudden deSend offprint requests to: J. R. De Medeiros: renan@dfte.ufrn.br ⋆ Based on observations collected at ESO, La Silla, Chile, and at the Observatoire de Haute Provence, France, operated by the Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS) cline observed in rotational velocity. The origin of such a discontinuity is not yet well established but it seems to strongly depend on stellar mass (De Medeiros and Mayor 1990) . Nevertheless, the rotation-lithium connection in giant stars appears to be a more complicated problem. In spite of the fact that high lithium content is associated with fast rotation, slow rotators present a large spread in the values of lithium abundance (De Medeiros et al., 2000) . In addition, this connection seems to depend on the stellar mass, metallicity and age. Another important question concerns the level of dilution of lithium along the giant branch. While standard theory predicts a factor of dilution of about 40 to 60 for 1 M ⊙ and 2 M ⊙ respectively (Iben, 1965a (Iben, , 1965b , the observations for these stellar masses show that the factor of dilution of lithium is far higher, reaching values as large as 400 to 1000. A more solid discussion about this factor of dilution requires more measurements of lithium abundance for stars located near and at the Hertzsprung gap, in particular for stars blueward of G0III, namely stars at the blue side of the gap. The distribution of lithium abundances before stars evolve along the giant branch may help us to understand the nature of the apparent discontinuity in lithium content around G0III and to establish on a more solid basis the dilution factor of stars evolving along the giant branch.
In this work we present new measurements of lithium abundance for giant stars in the spectral range F5III to G5III, typically stars located near and along the Hertzsprung gap. By combining these data with precise rotational velocities we analyse the rotation-lithium con-nection and the nature of the discontinuities in the distribution of these two stellar parameters.
Observations
For this study we have selected 54 luminosity class III giants with spectral types ranging from F5III to G5III. All these stars have been previously observed with the CORAVEL spectrograph (Baranne et al., 1979) for rotational velocity measurements and binarity signatures (De Medeiros and Mayor, 1999) .
Rotational velocity
For most of the stars of the present sample, rotational velocity measurements were taken from The Catalog of Rotational and Radial Velocities for Evolved Stars by De Medeiros and Mayor (1999) . In this work, the authors present precise rotational velocity, v sin i , for evolved stars, obtained on the basis of observations acquired with the CORAVEL spectrometers (Baranne et al. 1979) . For giant stars of luminosity class III in particular, the measured rotational velocities have an uncertainty of about 1.0 km s −1 for stars with v sin i lower than about 30.0 km s −1 . For faster rotators, the estimations indicate an uncertainty of about 10% on the measurements of v sin i . For a few stars of the sample, most of them presenting evidence of high rotation, the v sin i value was determined on the basis of the spectral synthesis carried out through this work.
Spectroscopic observations
The spectral region around the lithium line at 6707.81Å was observed with two different telescopes. For northern stars, high-resolution spectra of the lithium region were acquired with the AURELIE spectrograph (Gillet at al., 1994) mounted at the 1.52 m telescope of the Observatoire de Haute Provence (France). The spectrograph used a cooled 2048-photodiode detector forming a 13 µm pixel linear array. A grating with 1800 lines/mm was used, giving a mean dispersion of 4.7Å/mm and a resolving power around 45 000 (at 6707Å). For this instrumentation and the selected set-up, the spectral coverage was about 120Å. The signal to noise ratio was always better than 50. For southern stars, high-resolution spectra were acquired with the Coudé Echelle Spectrometer (CES) in the long camera mode (Kapper & Pasquini, 1996) , mounted at the 1.44 m CAT telescope, at La Silla, ESO. A RCA high resolution CCD with 640 x 1024 pixels was used as detector, with a pixel size of 15 x 15 µm. The dispersion was around 1.9Å/mm and the resolving power was about 95 000 (at 6707Å). The spectral coverage for this instrument was about 70Å and the signal to noise ratio was always better than 80. For both observing runs, thorium lamps were observed before and after each stellar observation for wavelength calibration, whereas 3 series of flat-field using an internal lamp of tungstene were obtained during each night of observation. Flat-field corrections and wavelength calibrations were performed using the MIDAS package.
Lithium abundances and spectrum synthesis
In the present study, we adopted the spectral analysis method used by Lèbre at al. (1999) and Jasniewicz et al. (1999) , in order to derive the lithium abundances from the resonance LiI line (6707.81Å). We refer to these authors for a description of our abundance analysis assuming LTE. Nevertheless a few important points are described below.
To compute the more appropriated synthetic spectra to fit the observations, a first guess for the stellar parameters of our list of giants has been estimated. Thus we have looked into the literature and found effective temperatures (T eff ), gravities (log g ) and often metallicites ([Fe/H]) for 37 stars (over 54), mainly in Cayrel de Strobel et al. (2001) , in Allende Prieto and Lambert (1999) , and in Alonso et al. (1999) . For the rest of our sample (17 stars without any published stellar parameters determination), we first estimated T eff from (B-V) colour index (Flower, 1996) , and we have set log g = 3.0, a microtuburlence velocity of 2 km s −1 and [Fe/H] = 0.0 which are values commonly adopted for Pop. I giant stars.
Synthetic spectra were then computed from these stellar parameters and from the same line list and model atmospheres used in Lèbre at al. (1999) and Jasniewicz et al. (1999) . The stellar parameters of all the giants ( mainly T eff , [Fe/H] and v sin i ) were then corrected, when necessary, in order to improve the fit quality of the several Fe I and other metallic lines found in the observed spectral range. The final adopted stellar parameters and the derived Li abundances are presented in Table 1 for all the stars of the sample, except HD 156015 which was too cool to accurately derive its effective temperature with the adopted procedure (however, the absence of Li signature is clear for this star). As already discussed by Lèbre et al. (1999) , the major source of uncertainty for this abundance analysis is due to errors in the determination of the T eff . We estimated that effective temperature were derived with an uncertainty smaller than ± 200 K. This leads to an error of less than 0.2 dex on the derived metallicities and lithium abundances. We also checked with the work of Carlsson et al. (1994) that non-LTE effects can be neglected for the studied stars since these effects are always much smaller than 0.1 dex.
Results and Discussion

Rotation and A Li in the Hertzsprung gap
The first step for the present analysis was the construction of the HR diagram to locate the evolutionary stage of the stars composing the working sample. In fact, such a procedure is important because in previous studies the only criterion for giant star classification was the spectral type. For this purpose, we have used HIPPARCOS (ESA 1997) trigonometric parallax measurements and V magnitudes to compute absolute magnitudes and luminosities. Bolometric corrections BC were determined from Flower (1996) . Evolutionary tracks were computed from the Toulouse-Geneva code for stellar masses between 1 and 4 M ⊙ and solar metallicity (see also do Nascimento et al. 2000 for complementary informations). The HR diagrams with the referred evolutionary tracks are displayed in Figs. 1 and 2. In addition, these figures show the behaviors of the lithium abundance and of the rotational velocity v sin i , respectively. In these diagrams the dashed line indicates the evolutionary region where the subgiant branch starts, corresponding to the hydrogen exhaustion in stellar central regions, whereas the dotted line represents the beginning of the ascent along the red giant branch. Except for a few stars located along the subgiant branch, the large majority of stars in the present sample are effectively giants evolving prior to the ascent of the red giant branch. Figure 1 shows the well established rotational discontinuity for giants of luminosity class III (e.g. De Medeiros and Mayor 1990). As already shown by these authors, giants blueward of the spectral G0III (corresponding to the location of the rotational discontinuity, around log(T eff ) ≈ 3.75), show a wide range of rotational velocity from a few km s −1 to about one hundred times the solar rotation. Giants redward of such spectral type (G0III) are essentially slow rotators, except for the synchronized bi- nary systems and a dozen of late-G and K single giants for which the origin of their high rotation is not yet fully understood. At least for stars with turnoff mass greater than 1.5 M ⊙ , the sudden decline in rotation appears simply to reflect the rapid increase of the moment of inertia as the star evolves across this region of the HR diagram. Figure 2 presents the behavior of lithium abundance, with a sudden decline in A Li near the same spectral region where the discontinuity in rotation is observed. Nevertheless, it is quite clear from Figs. 1 and 2 that the behavior of rotation and lithium content in the Hertzsprung gap, as well as the location of both discontinuities, strongly depends on stellar mass. Such a fact shows that, for giant stars, it is not correct to define the location of the discontinuities in rotation and in A Li at the same spectral type, as suggested by previous works based only on the analysis of the distributions of A Li and v sin i versus spectral type or (B−V) color index. Single stars located on the blue side of the Hertzsprung gap show a large spread in the lithium abundance, with values of A Li ranging from less than 0.5 to 3.0 dex. In contrast, stars located at the red side show essentially low values of A Li , reflecting the dilution effects along this spectral region.
Clearly, one observes from Fig. 2 that stars with 2 to 3 M ⊙ located redward of G0III (log(T eff ) ≈ 3.75) show a factor of dilution of at least 600, which is far in excess from the theoretical predictions. Such a fact points to an extra-mixing mechanism occuring before the beginning of the ascent of the red giant branch. The less massive giants show a similar disagreement between predicted and observed abundances. Brown et al. (1989) have measured lithium abundances for a large sample of late-G to K giants, with mean mass around 1.5 M ⊙ . For such stars, they found the mean lithium abundance lower than 0.0 dex, that is at least ∼ 1.5 dex below the value predicted by standard theory. In Fig. 2 of the present paper, by taking into consideration the abundance of lithium for stars with masses between 1.5 M ⊙ and 3.0 M ⊙ , located at the blue side of the Hertzsprung gap, and referring to a mean value of A Li lower than 0.0 dex as estimated by Brown et al. (1989) , we observe that the factor of dilution for this interval of mass is even more important than that observed for stars with 1.5 M ⊙ .
It is interesting to point out that the binary systems seem to follow the same tendency presented by single stars. Redward of the spectral type G0III, the binary systems show essentially low values of A Li , reflecting also the effects of dilution along the Hertzsprung gap.
The connection lithium -rotation in the Hertzsprung gap
The dependence of lithium content on rotation along the Hertzsprung gap has been already reported in different works (Wallerstein et al., 1994; Alschuler 1975) . For the present sample of stars, this trend is also clearly observed from Fig. 3 , which displays lithium abundance as a function of rotational velocity. Stars with high rotation also present high values of A Li . In addition, the present data show a trend also observed for other luminosity classes, as well as for other spectral regions of giants. For slow rotators -in the present situation, for stars with v sin i lower than about 20 km s −1 -there is a large spread of the values of A Li , with a dispersion of at least 3 magnitudes. Such a feature indicates that, also in the Hertzsprung gap, rotation is not the unique parameter driving Li abundance. Let us recall that, in spite of the limited number of binary systems with high v sin i value, the dependence of lithium on rotation seems to follow the same trend observed for the single stars. We have also analyzed the relation metallicity versus v sin i effects, looking for possible effects of metallicity on the spread observed in the A Li versus rotation relation, by using data presented in Table 1 . No clear trend arises from such an analysis.
The connection lithium -deepening of the convective envelope
Because the level of dilution of lithium depends on the level of convection in the stars, we analyse here the behavior of lithium abundance as a function of the deepening of the convective zone for our working sample. Such an analysis sounds interesting because most of the stars are crossing the Hertzsprung gap, where the convective zone is predicted to reach its most important development. Table 1 . The star HD 224342 is outside this analysis because of its very large and uncertain luminosity and mass. Figure 4 displays the deepening (in mass) of the convective envelope versus effective temperature, for single and binary stars. In this figure, the presence of the binary stars should be analysed with caution due to the large uncertainties in the estimation of mass for stars in binary sytems using evolutionary tracks. However it is clear from this figure that the sudden decline in A Li in the Hertzsprung gap is directly associated with the rapid increase of the convective envelope in such region. Most of the stars with high Li content present an undeveloped convective zone, whereas stars with low Li content show a developed convective zone.
Conclusions
The present study brings precise abundances of Li for giant stars of luminosity class III evolving across the Hertzsprung gap. By combining these data with rotational velocity and other stellar parameters such as luminosity and effective temperature, we show a trend for the existence of a sudden decline in A Li located around log(T eff ) ≈ 3.75, and corresponding to the spectral type G0III, where the well established rotational discontinuity for giants is defined. Blueward of this region, most of the stars with mass greater than about 1.5 M ⊙ present a trend for high Li content, whereas for stars redward of this region Li is essentially diluted. The scenario of Li content in single stars seems to be followed by binaries. The dependence of Li content on rotation, in the sense that fast rotators show high A Li , is also confirmed by the present set of data. In addition, the large spread in A Li for slow rotators observed for other luminosity classes and other spectral regions occurs also in the Hertzsprung gap. Metallicity seems to have no effect on such a spread. Finally, we have combined the A Li values with theoretical predictions on the convective zone deepening to analyse the extent of the level of convection on the Li dilution. It is clear from this analysis that stars with high Li content have mostly undeveloped convective zones, whereas stars with developed convective zone present low Li content. 
